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Introduction
AV Department Limited (AVD) is a
specialist Audio Visual (AV) supplier.
We have been working tirelessly since
2005 to bring our clients the best in AV
specialisms supported by our
knowledgeable team. Our clients include
Corporates, Charities, Governments and
NGOs. In addition AVD is the preferred
supplier to the major Conference Centres
in Scotland and many other AV
Companies throughout the UK. Whatever
your needs, we are here to help.

• Audience Engagement: By using AVD’s
reliable dedicated keypads, iPads and
‘in room’ servers; reliance on the
internet, venue wi-fi or delegate mobile
phones is eliminated.

• Silent Conferences: Delegate receivers
allow multiple ‘breakouts’ to take place
in a single space without disturbing the
other groups. Set-up costs and room
hire charges are reduced. The audio
impact of your presentations is
improved, ensuring the delegates’
undivided attention.

AVD specialises in the following areas:

• Tour Guides: These are portable
• Simultaneous Interpretation (SI): For
multilingual events such as international
trade negotiations, political meetings
and works councils. SI overcomes the
language barrier, allowing all
participants to understand and
communicate effectively. We can also
help source interpreters via a network of
Interpreter agencies who also use our
equipment.

• Conference Microphone Discussion

systems for meetings on-the-go and
factory tours. Tour Guides are also used
for simultaneous interpretation for
smaller groups.

• Audio Visual: We have an extensive
stock of Projectors, Public Address (PA)
systems, Presentation Switchers,
Laptops and more. These essential AV
conferencing supplies support our
specialisms to give an overall package
that represents excellent value.

Systems: These systems help provide
structure and control in meetings. They
are used in Parliaments, Councils and
other structured Meetings.
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A product that delivers excellent value.

M

A mid range product offering value with more features.

P

A premium product offering the best in class.
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Simultaneous Interpretation
How does it work?

What equipment is required?

Simultaneous Interpretation (SI) is carried
out by real people! Interpreters are not
expected to be replaced by machine
translation any time soon. This is because
computers have difficulty in coping with
humour, sarcasm and physical gesture.
Google Translate, although very clever, is
no substitute.

• Booths: The booth isolates the

The Interpreter listens to what is being
said and at the same time renders what
they hear orally into their specialist
language. The Interpreter’s spoken words
are then broadcast to the delegates. This
process is facilitated by specialist audio
equipment and using sound attenuating
interpreter ‘booths’ or ‘cabins’ usually
located at the back of the meeting room.
It is all this equipment that AVD supplies.
Your Interpreters are the most important
element of any Simultaneous
Interpretation service. There is no
substitute for a skilled, time-served
conferencing interpreter.

Interpreter from the rest of the room so
as not to disturb the meeting.

• Transmission: A transmission system
broadcasts the Interpreter’s output to
the delegates; usually via Infra Red but
now also via a dedicated Wi-Fi.
• Delegate Receivers: The delegate
receiver is a small wireless pack with
headphones, which allows the delegate
to select the desired channel /
language and adjust their listening
volume. If using Wi-Fi, delegates will
need their own enabled smartphone.

Information needed to quote:
We will need the following details to
provide an accurate quotation:

•
•
•
•

Event dates and days of use.
Venue location.
No. of delegates needing receivers.
No. of booths or languages.

Set up, operation and removal will be by
AVD staff. Quote will include transport.

“I wanted to let you
know that we were
delighted with the
service provision.”

Simultaneous Interpretation
Bosch LBB 4540
This is the standard receiver for SI
broadcast. It uses Infra-red (IR) light to
receive up to 32 languages. IR is
interference free and can operate in direct
sunlight. IR is very secure for sensitive
meetings.
Specification

•
•
•
•

LCD display, volume & channel select
Long battery life
Supplied with Bosch headphones
Powers down when no signal
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Bosch LBB 4512 / INT TX
This is the standard Infrared (IR) transmitter
and radiator equipment. It broadcasts the
interpreted languages via IR light to the
participants’ receivers.
Specification

• IR transmission system for 8, 16 or 32 channels
• High power 25w radiators
• No limit to the number of participants served
in the area of coverage.

M
Listen Technologies
The ‘Audio Everywhere’ system allows
multichannel audio streaming to
participants’ smart-phones via a dedicated
Wi-Fi and an app downloaded from the
Apple app store or Google play store.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Requires delegates to download the app
Requires delegates to use their own device
250 - 750 connected users
Standalone operation (No internet connection)
Additional media can be viewed
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SIMULTANEOUS
INTERPRETATION

{

Converting the spoken word from one language
into another in near real-time. It is termed
‘Interpretation’ as it is concerned with the true
meaning of the communication rather than a
‘translation’ which is a literal conversion.

}

Simultaneous Interpretation
DIS IS6132 Interpreter Console
This console allows the Interpreter to select
an audio source and then route their output
to the correct out-going channel for
broadcast. Requires one unit per
interpreter.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Floor + 4 relay audio sources
A / B language output
Microphone on and mute
Volume and tone controls
40cm stem microphone
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Shure MXCIC Interpt’er Console
This console allows the Interpreter to select
an audio source and then route their output
to the correct out-going channel for
broadcast. Requires one unit per
interpreter.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Floor + 8 relay audio sources
A / B / C language output
Colour display of all channels
Braille and audible cues for visually impaired users
40cm dual flex stem microphone
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Brähler Interpreters Booth
This transportable Interpreter’s booth
provides a sound attenuating environment
so the interpreters do not disturb the
meeting while working and maintains audio
separation of the languages.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Height 204cm, Width 170cm, Depth 170cm
For up to two interpreters
3 person booth available (Width 220cm)
Includes ventilation fans and lights
Door can be side or rear mounted
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Simultaneous Interpretation
ListenTALK Tour Guide
The ListenTALK Tour Guide is ‘two way’
meaning the participants can also speak to
the tour leader. Tour Guides are often used
as an interpretation system for smaller
groups on-the-go.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Rechargeable
16 units in a case
Supplied with earpieces and lanyards
Works on DECT frequencies (NOT Wi-Fi)
Good range
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Listen RF 863 Tour Guide
The Listen RF 863 Tour Guide is a ‘one way’
system. Tour guides are often used as an
interpretation system for smaller groups onthe-go. Also ideal for hard of hearing and
visual description applications.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Uses rechargeable or disposable batteries
16 units in a case
Supplied with headphones
Works on 863 MHz (NOT Wi-Fi)
Good range
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Remote Interpretation
Space, travel and time restrictions are
good reasons to consider Remote
Interpretation (RI). Whether you require RI
to another room in the same building or RI
to the other side of the world; it can be
arranged from our dedicated studio. We
have flexible solutions to meet your needs.
Specification

• Operates via robust internet or cable
connection depending on distance served
• Transmission to delegates via IR or BYOD
• Add to streamed content

M

Simultaneous Interpretation
Example 1
A world agency meeting at the SEC in
Glasgow: A large full discussion congress.
A full day to install for a 2 day meeting. The
client provided their own team of
Interpreters.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

5 x Languages
50 x microphones
4 x 3 person booths
125 x IR Receivers
All languages recorded

Example 2
A large consumer electronics sales summit
at the EICC in Edinburgh: Presentations
were interpreted to a European sales force.
Interpreters were sourced by AVD via a
partner agency.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

7 x Languages
475 x IR receivers
Remote camera to booths
Used venue’s built-in booths
Breakouts used Remote Interpretation

Example 3
A European Works Council in an Aberdeen
Hotel: Enabling a full discussion amongst a
small number of participants required a
relatively large team of interpreters. A
cluster of screens was used for document
drafting and presentations.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

7 x Languages
20 x microphones for 40 participants
Mic channel selectors used for languages
PA and screens provided by AVD
Overnight build for morning congress

CONFERENCE
MICROPHONES

{

}

Conference microphones (also known as ‘push to
talks’, ‘delegate microphones’ or ‘discussion
microphones’) allow all participants to speak at
the push of a button. As used in Parliaments
boardrooms and conferences.

Conference Microphones
How does it work?

What equipment is required?

Conference Microphones (also known as
‘push to talks’, ‘delegate microphones’
‘discussion microphones’ or ‘mics’) allow
all participants to speak at the push of a
button. As used in Parliaments,
boardrooms and conferences.

All systems are priced on a per
microphone basis and include the
necessary controllers and cables for basic
‘out-of-the-box’ functionality. This may
mean some systems are supplied with an
iPad or Netbook. Others can be set up via
menus on the system’s control unit.

There are various modes of control that
allow you to manage your meeting. From
‘Automatic’ mode, allowing delegates to
freely access the microphones; to
‘Manual’ mode requiring a chairperson to
grant access after a ‘request to speak’
has been lodged. There is also ‘Voice
Activated Control’ or ‘VOX’ which
switches the microphones on and off
without any intervention from an
operator.
We offer both wireless and wired
conference microphone systems suitable
for different seating plans and meeting
requirements.
The microphones can be used standalone or integrated into other systems
such as Video Conferencing (VC) and
Simultaneous Interpretation (SI) systems.

For a small meeting the microphones
have built-in speakers for voice raising
with out the need of an external PA. In
larger rooms, with an audience or
observers, an external PA system may be
required for greater amplification.

Information needed to quote.
We will need the following details to
provide an accurate quotation:

• Event dates and days of use.
• Number of microphones needed.
• Seating plan / table arrangement.
Delivery to, and collection from, your
warehouse or office will be included in
the quote unless you wish to collect /
return the equipment.

“the Clerks were
very impressed with
the professionalism
and helpfulness of
your team.”

Conference Microphones
Shure 5900 Series
On the surface the DC5980P is a simple
push-to-talk microphone for basic
discussion. If required, it also contains
advanced features for complex
applications.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Wired - Cat 5 STP Cables
40cm Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker
Server GUI for set-up and control
Dry Hire & Serviced Hire
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Shure MXCW
This is a premium wireless conference
microphone system capable of working in
the most hostile of RF environments thanks
to its advanced RF spectrum management.
It is easy to set up with analogue and
Dante audio connectivity.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Wireless on 2.4 & 5 GHz
40cm Dual Flex Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker & Touch Screen
Server GUI for set-up and control
Dry Hire & Serviced Hire
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Taiden HCS-8335D
This is a great mix of a conference
microphone, an integrated 10” monitor and
printed name sign. It is particularly suitable
for larger top table applications and
boardrooms.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Wired x 2 - Multi Pin Din & SDI
40cm Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker
PC and Menu set-up and control
Dry Hire & Serviced Hire
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Conference Microphones
DIS 6000 Series
The DM6090P is a microphone with
interpretation channel selectors built in. It
is ideal for full discussion meetings with
interpretation, negating the need for a
separate language transmission system.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Wired - Cat 5 STP Cables
40cm Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker
Server GUI or PC for set-up & control

V
DIS 6000 Series
The DM6990P has a touch-screen for
microphone functions and displaying
meeting data. In smaller systems it can
also be used as control mic to switch
other mics on and off without a PC
connection.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Wired - Cat 5 STP Cables
40cm Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker & Touch Screen
Server GUI or PC for set-up & Control

M

Shure MXCSIGN
This is an E-ink name sign, compatible
with the DIS 6000 system and Shure MXC
wired systems. It is ideal for events that
are broadcast because there is no
flickering. Perfect for top table.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Wired - Cat 5 STP Cables
Retains name even after power is off
Full PC set-up and control
Requires conference control software

P

Conference Microphones
Example 1
A high profile meeting for 40 in the City of
London with remote interpretation to
China. Excellent operational quality in a
harsh RF environment including 160
additional WiFi devices in close proximity.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Shure MXCW wireless Microphones
40cm Dual Flex Stem Microphone
Integrated Speaker
Server GUI for set-up and control

Example 2
A meeting of the Highlands and Islands
Council in Orkney: This was a fully
serviced hire with an AVD technician to
install, operate and remove all equipment
giving the client complete peace of mind.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Shure 5980P Wired Microphones
Stranded flexible CAT5 cables
Named seating plan with speaker list
Server GUI with iPad control

Example 3
Edinburgh International Conference
Centre: On stage the top table had their
backs to the screen. The monitors
enabled all participants to follow
proceedings easily. The EICC dry hired
the system to give best value.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Taiden HCS-8335D wired mics.
Used only on the top table.
Menu set-up and control
Dry Hired

AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT

{

}

Audience Engagement allows your
participants to meaningfully interact
with each other to produce events that
really deliver.

Audience Engagement
How does it work?

What equipment is required?

Engaging with your audience is a proven
way to enliven your conference with
meaningful dialogue between all
participants. It helps develop relationships,
promotes networking and encourages
learning.

All in-room systems are priced on a per
iPad or Keypad basis and include the
necessary servers, transponders and
cables for full functionality. This allows
easy scaling of pricing.

AVD has a range of tools to help facilitate
engagement between all your
participants including iPads, voting
keypads and on-line apps.

Typically when using voting keypads
these are supplied to every delegate and
can be used in any seating style. iPads
are generally deployed to a tabled
seating plan like Cabaret and can be as
few as 1 per table of 10 delegates.

The iPad and voting keypad based
systems are ‘in room’ and do not rely on
the venue WiFi or internet connection.
To ensure a higher level of engagement
we recommend the use of our dedicated,
reliable equipment and not relying on
delegates’ own devices (BYOD).

Information needed to quote:
We will need the following details to
provide an accurate quotation:

•
AVD will work with you to help you create •
the content needed to take full
•
advantage of audience engagement, as
•
well as advising on implementation.

So whether it is a Q&A session, a quiz or a
consultation, AVD have the tools and
experience to help.

Event dates and days of use.
Number of participants.
Seating plan / table arrangement.
An idea of intended use to allow
estimate of programming time.

The majority of Audience Engagement
systems are fully supported on-site.
However we also offer a dry hire solution
for voting keypads.

“The session
was a great
success and the use
of interactive
technology worked
really well.”

Audience Engagement
Apple iPad Engage
Allow delegates to fully interact with the
congress using full text question
submission, presentation mirroring,
meeting information and quizzes. An ’in
room’ server controlled audience
engagement system using Apple iPads.
Specification

•
•
•
•

In-room without using the internet
1 per table or 1 per delegate
Table stand included
Fully serviced with on-site support
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Reply Plus Voting Keypad
This keypad offers intuitive answering of
posed questions. Its LCD display confirms
given answers and allows reviewing of
multi-selection responses before
submission.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

In-room only
Robust hand-held design
Variety of softwares available
Quick and easy set-up
Basic text submission

M

Reply Mini Plus Voting Keypad
This is the Smallest keypad we offer. It is
wearable with a supplied lanyard. It is
Ideal where simple questions are polled
to gauge opinions and drive consensus.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

In-room only
Lightweight and wearable with lanyard
Variety of softwares available
Quick and easy set-up
Dry Hire with SNAP software

V

Audience Engagement
ARS Pro Software
ARS Pro is a very flexible professional
software that runs in parallel, on a
separate PC, to any presentation. It offers
a range of options in terms of graphics
and polling styles.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Multi selection, ranking, fastest finger polls
Allows keypad sharing in ‘dual poll’ mode
Instant display of results on screen
Save results and export for data analysis.

M
SNAP Software
This simple to use software can
automatically detect numbered bullet
points in PowerPoint and transforms them
into polling questions. It automatically
generates a bar chart display of results.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Very simple to use
Download software to your own PC
Instant display of results
Quick and easy set-up

V
Vevox online engagement
This online engagement platform allows
participants to respond to polls, ask
questions and give feedback using their
own devices. It operates via the venue’s
internet connection or mobile data.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Online
Participants bring their own device (BYOD)
Requires internet connection in venue
Integrates with PowerPoint
Unlimited users in multiple locations

V

Audience Engagement
Example 1
A major Banking Group ran a series of
employee engagement events: Staff
could anonymously ask questions directly
to the group chairperson via iPad. Quick
polls using keypads made made it easy
for everyones views to be counted.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Quick fire polling for individuals
Full text submission questions
All in room no internet required
Fully supported on site

Example 2
A National Association annual conference
with sessions on future development and
international expansion: Keypads were
used to enable full participation to gather
statistically relevant data.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Quick set-up
Pre-prepared question list
Parallel operation with PowerPoint
Fully supported on site

Example 3
An annual General Assembly of a
National Church: A large number of
delegates were polled on issues of great
importance with results directing Church
policy.
Specification

•
•
•
•
•

800+ keypads
4 x transponders for fast data capture
Anonymous with polling counter
Extended polling periods
Fully supported week long congress

AUDIO
VISUAL

{

}

Standard audio visual (AV)
support and novel application of
specialist services.

Audio Visual
How does it work?

What equipment is required?

AVD has an inventory of standard audio
visual equipment that we use to support a
wide variety of events from a small local
festival to a full Government congress.
Public Address (PA) systems, staging,
projection, vision mixers, screens and
laptops are all available.

AVD supplies Public Address (PA) systems,
staging, projection, vision mixers, screens
and laptops. We cover the whole of the
UK.

AVD’s experience in AV means that you
often only need one technician on site to
support smaller AV systems such as an
interpretation system. This has also
allowed AVD to see where our specialist
equipment can be applied to novel
alternative uses like Silent Conferencing.

Information needed to quote:
We will need the following details to
provide an accurate quotation:

•
•
•
•

Event dates and days of use.
Number of participants.
Seating plan / table arrangement.
Venue details.

“The service you
provided on the day
was absolutely
superb! Thanks
again!”

“I have had nothing
but praise for you,
especially as it was
such short notice :)”

“The guys were
excellent and also
did a fantastic job, we
never have to worry
with AVD”

Audio Visual
Silent Conference
It is now possible to allow multiple breakouts in a single space without
disturbance. Silent Conference provides
participants with headsets so that they
can hear the audio for the content they
are viewing - without distracting others.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Up to 32 channels
From 20 to 1000’s of delegates
IR or WiFi based broadcast
Dedicated receiver or BYOD

M

Commentary Booth
Sound attenuating booths make excellent
indoor commentary or vocal booths for
recording and news gathering. This booth
has a large window area and door. The
door can be on the side or the back for
access.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Quick to install and remove
Free-standing modular design
Lightweight
Ventilation fan

V

Point-to-Point Video link
One of the necessary requirements for
remote interpretation is a stable point-topoint video link. Our IP based, broadcast
quality solution can link up remote sites
quickly and easily. It can also allow a
presenter to connect remotely.

presentation

Specification

•
•
•
•
•

Peer-to-peer connection.
Broadcast Quality
Easy to set up
Phone or PC connection
Low latency and controllable bandwidth
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Audio Visual
Telephone Line Balancing
Telephone Line Balancing units (TBU)
allow a telephone to be connected to a
PA system. The caller hear and be heard
in the room.

Specification

•
•
•
•

Single line TBUs
For Standard telephone line connections
Can add VoIP connectivity (additional unit)
Use on a PBX exchange
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FM Broadcast
A high quality FM broadcast system great
for use at outdoor events like drive in
movies or to provide single channel
language interpretation and commentary
to listeners with an FM radio. All cars and
most android phones have FM radios.
Specification

•
•
•
•

Excellent Stereo Broadcast Quality
FM radio frequency 87.5 - 108 MHz
5 Watt output (+ 4 mile range)
Requires licence to operate

M

Mobile Phone Charging
If you are hoping to leverage the device
in delegates pockets for your conference
app then you should provide them the
charging infrastructure to help them keep
topped up. These pop up charging tables
can also be branded to suit your event.
Specification

•
•
•
•

6 x Multiway Lightning/Micro-USB/USB-C.
1 Wireless charging pad
60cm (diameter) x 99cm (height)
Mains or Battery powered

M
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